Switch-It™
Wireless Controls
for AireShare™ Transfer Fans
The easy way to switch on comfort

- Quickly install activation controls where you want to optimize use and comfort
- Eliminate costly and difficult wiring in finished walls

Model SWT Wireless Thermostat
Automatic Activation

In heat transfer applications mount the SWT wireless digital thermostat in the receiving room and set to the desired temperature. The AireShare™ Transfer Fan will operate any time the temperature in the room is below the set point. The fan can also be activated in a manual mode by depressing the on or off buttons on the thermostat.

Model SWS Wireless Switch
Manual Activation

In either heating or cooling applications mount the SWS wireless wall switch in any convenient location. Modern rocker style switch in off white.

Both Models Feature:
- Operational range of up to 80 feet through walls and floors.
- 2 ¾” x 5” receiver fits in AireShare junction box.
- Unique security codes to prevent cross communication when multiple units are installed within the same area.
- Receiver switch contacts rated for up to 3 Amps @ 120 Volts.
- Batteries for the wireless transmitter and mounting hardware.
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